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Abstract. In this paper, we provide two types of sufficient conditions for ensuring the quadratic
growth conditions of a class of constrained convex symmetric and non-symmetric matrix optimization
problems regularized by nonsmooth spectral functions. These sufficient conditions are derived via
the study of the C2-cone reducibility of spectral functions and the metric subregularity of their
subdifferentials, respectively. As an application, we demonstrate how quadratic growth conditions
are used to guarantee the desirable fast convergence rates of the augmented Lagrangian methods
(ALM) for solving convex matrix optimization problems. Numerical experiments on an easy-to-
implement ALM applied to the fastest mixing Markov chain problem are also presented to illustrate
the significance of the obtained results.
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1. Introduction. The quadratic growth condition is an important concept in
optimization. It is closely related to the metric subregularity and calmness of set-
valued mappings (see Section 2 for definitions), and the existence of error bounds.
From different perspectives, the study of the metric subregularity and the calmness
of set-valued mappings plays a central role in variational analysis, such as nonsmooth
calculus and perturbation analysis of variational problems. We refer the reader to
the monograph by Dontchev and Rockafellar [17] for a comprehensive study on both
theory and applications of related subjects. See also [31, 18, 24, 37, 25, 26, 43] and
references therein for recent advances.

Instead of considering general set-valued mappings, in this paper, we mainly fo-
cus on the solution mappings of convex matrix optimization problems. It is known
from [1] that for convex problems, the metric subregularity of the subdifferentials of
the essential objective functions (or the calmness of the solution mappings) can be
equivalently characterized by the corresponding quadratic growth conditions. This
connection motivates us to study the sufficient conditions for ensuring the latter prop-
erties. Beyond their own interests in second order variational analysis, the quadratic
growth conditions can be employed for deriving the convergence rates of various first
order and second order algorithms, including the proximal gradient methods [39, 58],
the proximal point algorithms [50, 40, 36, 37] and the generalized Newton-type meth-
ods [22, 19, 42].

The convex matrix optimization problems concerned in our paper take the fol-
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lowing form:

(1)
min
XPX

ΦpXq :“ hpFXq ` xC,Xy ` θpXq
s.t. AX P b`Q,

where X is either the rectangular matrix space Rnˆm pn ď mq or the symmetric
matrix space Sn, C P X and b P Re are given data, F : X Ñ Rd and A : X Ñ Re are
two linear operators, h : Rd Ñ p´8,`8s is convex and continuously differentiable
on domh, which is assumed to be a nonempty open convex set, θ : XÑ p´8,`8s is
a proper closed convex function and Q Ď Re is a given convex polyhedral cone. The
dual of problem (1), in its equivalent minimization form, is given by

(2)
min

py,w,SqPReˆRdˆX
Ψpy, w, Sq :“ δQ˚pyq ´ xb, yy ` h

˚p´wq ` θ˚p´Sq

s.t. A˚y ` F˚w ` S “ C,

where δQ˚p¨q is the indicator function over the dual cone Q˚, A˚ and F˚ are the
adjoint of the linear operators A and F , respectively, and h˚ and θ˚ are the corre-
sponding conjugate functions of h and θ. Problems of form (1) constitute a large class
of convex matrix optimization problems with extensive applications in many fields,
such as matrix completion, rank minimization, graph theory and machine learning.
The (possibly nonsmooth) function θ in the objective can be used for imposing differ-
ent properties to the decision variable X. Frequently used examples of θ include the
indicator function over the positive semidefinite (PSD) cone in semidefinite program-
ming [59], the nuclear norm function (i.e., the sum of all singular values of a matrix)
in matrix completion problems [8, 9, 45], the spectral norm function (i.e., the largest
singular value of a matrix) in matrix approximation problems [61, 28, 57], and the
matrix Ky Fan k-norm (1 ď k ď n) function (i.e., the sum of k largest singular values
of a matrix) in fastest mixing Markov chain problems [7, 6].

The functions θ in the aforementioned examples belong to a special class of func-
tions, called spectral functions [33, 35]. Specifically, they can be formulated either in
the form of

(3) θpXq “ gpσpXqq, X P X pRnˆm with n ď m or Snq

with the function g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s being proper closed convex and absolutely
symmetric, or in the form of

(4) θpXq “ gpλpXqq, X P Sn

with the function g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s being proper closed convex and symmetric.
Here σpXq denotes the vector of singular values for any given X P X with the compo-
nents σ1pXq ě σ2pXq ě . . . ě σnpXq ě 0 being arranged in the non-increasing order,
and λpXq denotes the vector of eigenvalues for any given X P Sn with the components
λ1pXq ě λ2pXq ě . . . ě λnpXq also being arranged in the non-increasing order. In
particular, for the indicator function over the PSD cone θp¨q “ δSn

`
p¨q, the correspond-

ing symmetric function g is the indicator function over the positive orthant Rn`, and
for the matrix Ky Fan k-norm function θp¨q “ } ¨ }pkq, the corresponding absolutely
symmetric function g is the sum of k largest absolute components of a given vector.

In this paper, we concentrate on the study of sufficient conditions for guarantee-
ing the quadratic growth conditions for problem (1) and problem (2) associated with
spectral functions (3) or (4). The sufficient conditions obtained in this work are of two
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types. One is based on the “no-gap” second-order sufficient conditions [5] of problems
(1) and (2), under the C2-cone reducibility assumption of spectral functions. The other
is through the bounded linear regularity of a collection of sets, whose intersection ex-
actly gives the optimal solutions, under the metric subregularity assumption of the
subdifferential mappings of spectral functions. The latter type has been used in [64]
for studying the error bound of unconstrained convex matrix optimization problems,
and in [12] for discussing the metric subregularity of the set-valued mappings aris-
ing from constrained semidefinite programming. Moreover, we show that the C2-cone
reducibility of spectral functions, as well as the metric subregularity of their subd-
ifferential mappings, can be justified by the corresponding properties of underlying
(absolutely) symmetric functions. These results are also of their own interests as they
provide tools for verifying these two fundamental variational properties of the non-
polyhedral spectral function θ through the possibly polyhedral (absolutely) symmetric
function g. In particular, for all the aforementioned examples, these two properties
with respect to g hold automatically due to their piecewise linear structures.

To illustrate the usefulness of our derived results, we investigate the fast conver-
gence rates of the augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) for solving problem (2) under
the quadratic growth conditions. Our motivation of this part stemmed from the highly
promising numerical results of the ALM incorporated with the semismooth Newton-
CG algorithm for solving large scale convex matrix problems [63, 32, 10, 62, 38]. We
extend the results in the current literatures on the rates of the ALM for solving convex
optimization problems [49, 40] and show that the (super)linear convergence rates of
the ALM may still be valid even if problem (1) admits multiple solutions.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, we
introduce some preliminary knowledge from variational analysis in formulations and
proofs of the main results. In Section 3, we establish the quadratic growth conditions
of problem (1) (or problem (2)) under the assumptions that either g (or g˚) is C2-cone
reducible or Bg (or Bg˚) is metrically subregular. Section 4 is devoted to an application
of the quadratic growth conditions for the convex matrix optimization problems, that
is, we establish the asymptotic (super)linear convergence rates of the ALM under
the quadratic growth conditions. In Section 5, we conduct numerical experiments on
solving fastest mixing Markov chain problems to demonstrate the derived fast rates
of the ALM. We conclude our paper and make some comments in the final section.

2. Notation and preliminary. Let U and V be two finite dimensional real
Euclidean spaces. For any u P U and ρ ą 0, we define the ball Bρpuq :“ tv P U | }v ´
u} ď ρu. Let D Ď U be a set. For any u P D, the tangent cone of D at u is defined by
TDpuq :“

 

d P U | Duk Ñ u with uk P D and tk Ó 0 such that puk ´ uq{tk Ñ d
(

. We
let δDp¨q to be the indicator function over D, i.e., δDpxq “ 0 if x P D, and δDpxq “ 8
if x R D. If D Ď U is a convex set, we use ri pDq to denote its relative interior. For a
given closed convex set D Ď U and u P U, define ΠDpuq :“ arg mint}d ´ u} | d P Du
and distpu,Dq :“ mindPD }d´ u}. Let α Ď t1, ..., nu and β Ď t1, ...,mu be two index
sets. For any Z P Rnˆm, we write Zi to be the i-th column of Z and Zαβ to be
the |α| ˆ |β| sub-matrix of Z obtained by removing all the rows of Z not in α and
all the columns of Z not in β. For any z P Rn, we denote Diagpzq as the n ˆ n
diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal entry is zi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. For any Z P Rnˆn,
we denote diagpZq as the column vector consisting of all the diagonal entries of Z
being arranged from the first to the last. For a given proper closed convex function
p : U Ñ p´8,`8s, we use dom p to denote its effective domain, epi p to denote
its epigraph, p˚ to denote its conjugate and Bp to denote its subdifferential, as in
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standard convex analysis [48]. We also use Proxp to denote the proximal mapping of
p.

For a given positive integer n, let On be the set of all nˆ n orthogonal matrices.
For any X P X, let OXpXq be the set of paired orthogonal matrices satisfying the
singular value decomposition, i.e.,

OXpXq “

#

tpU, V q P On ˆOm | X “ U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T u if X “ Rnˆm,

tpU, V q P On ˆOn | X “ UDiagpσpXqqV T u if X “ Sn.

To distinguish with the above sets of singular vectors, we use OSnpXq to denote the
set of orthogonal matrices satisfying the eigenvalue decomposition of a given matrix
X P Sn, i.e.,

OSnpXq “ tP P On | X “ PDiagpλpXqqPT u.

The following lemma regarding the upper Lipschitz continuity of singular vectors
and eigenvectors is given in [16, Proposition 7] and [55, Lemma 4.3], respectively.

Lemma 1. (i) Let X P X. Then there exist constants ε ą 0 and κ ą 0 such that
for any X P BεpXq and any pU, V q P OXpXq, there exists pU, V q P OXpXq such that

}pU, V q ´ pU, V q} ď κ}X ´X}.

(ii) Let X P Sn. Then there exist constants ε ą 0 and κ ą 0 such that for any
X P BεpXq and any P P OSnpXq, there exists P P OSnpXq such that

}P ´ P } ď κ}X ´X}.

A function g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s is said to be symmetric if gpxq “ gpQxq for any
x P Rn and any permutation matrix Q P Rnˆn, and is said to be absolutely symmetric
if gpxq “ gpQxq for any x P Rn and any signed permutation matrix Q P Rnˆn (i.e.,
an n ˆ n matrix each of whose rows and columns has one nonzero entry which is
˘1). The following two propositions, which are taken from [33, 34, 35], provide the
formulas for the conjugate and the subdifferentials of spectral functions. In particular,
part (ii) in Proposition 2 generalizes the characterization of the subdifferentials for
the orthogonally invariant norms in [60].

Proposition 2. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and absolutely
symmetric function.
(i) The conjugate function g˚ is absolutely symmetric and pg ˝ σq˚ “ g˚ ˝ σ.
(ii) Let X P X have the singular value σpXq in dom g. Let W P X. Then W P

Bpg˝σqpXq if and only if σpW q P BgpσpXqq and there exists pU, V q P OXpXqXOXpW q.
In fact, Bpg ˝ σqpXq “ tU rDiagpµq 0sV T | µ P BgpσpXqq, pU, V q P OXpXqu.

Proposition 3. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and symmet-
ric function.
(i) The conjugate function g˚ is symmetric and pg ˝ λq˚ “ g˚ ˝ λ.
(ii) Let X P Sn have the eigenvalue λpXq in dom g. Let W P Sn. Then W P Bpg˝λqpXq
if and only if λpW q P BgpλpXqq and there exists P P OSnpXq X OSnpW q. In fact,
Bpg ˝ λqpXq “ tPDiagpµqPT | µ P BgpλpXqq, P P OSnpXqu.

Let G : U Ñ V be a set-valued mapping. The graph of G is defined as gphG :“
tpu, vq P UˆV | v P Gpuqu and the inverse mapping of G is defined as G´1pvq “ tu P
U | v P Gpuqu for any v P V. The following definition of metric subregularity is taken
from [17, Section 3.8(3H)].
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Definition 4. Let U and V be two finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. A set-
valued mapping G : U Ñ V is called metrically subregular at ū for v̄ (with modulus κ)
if pū, v̄q P gphG and there exist constants δ ą 0, ε ą 0 and κ ą 0 such that

distpu,G´1pv̄qq ď κdistpv̄, Gpuq X Bδpv̄qq @u P Bεpūq.

It is known that (see, e.g., [17, Theorem 3H.3]) for any set-valued mapping G :
U Ñ V and any pū, v̄q P gphG, the mapping G is metrically subregular at ū for v̄ if
and only if G´1 is calm at v̄ for ū, i.e., there exist constants δ1 ą 0, ε1 ą 0 and κ1 ą 0
such that

G´1pvq X Bδ1pūq Ď G´1pv̄q ` κ1}v ´ v̄}BU @ v P Bε1pv̄q,
where BU is the unit ball in U.

The equivalence between the quadratic growth condition of a proper closed convex
function and the metric subregularity of its subdifferential has first been proved in [1,
Theorem 3.3] in Hilbert spaces and then been extended in [2, Theorem 2.1] to Banach
spaces. We will restrict our attention to this equivalence in Euclidean spaces.

Proposition 5. Suppose that p : UÑ p´8,`8s is a proper closed convex func-
tion. Let px̄, v̄q P Uˆ U satisfy px̄, v̄q P gph Bp. Then Bp is metrically subregular at x̄
for v̄ if and only if there exist constants κ ą 0 and δ ą 0 such that

(5) ppxq ě ppx̄q ` xv̄, x´ x̄y ` κdist2
px, pBpq´1pv̄qq @x P Bδpx̄q.

Specifically, if (5) holds with constant κ, then Bp is metrically subregular at x̄ for v̄
with modulus 1{κ; conversely, if Bp is metrically subregular at x̄ for v̄ with modulus
κ1, then (5) holds for all κ P p0, 1{p4κ1qq.

The following C2-cone reducible property is adopted from [5, Definition 3.135] and
is needed in our subsequent discussions.

Definition 6. Let Q Ď U be a pointed convex closed cone (a cone is said to be
pointed if z P Q and ´z P Q implies that z “ 0). The closed convex set K Ď V is said
to be C2-cone reducible at X P K to the cone Q, if there exist an open neighborhood
W Ď V of X and a twice continuously differentiable mapping Ξ : W Ñ U such
that: (i) ΞpXq “ 0 P U; (ii) the derivative mapping Ξ1pXq : V Ñ U is onto; (iii)
K XW “ tX P W | ΞpXq P Qu. We say that K is C2-cone reducible if K is C2-cone
reducible at every X P K.

Based on the above definition, we say a proper closed convex function p : U Ñ
p´8,8s is C2-cone reducible at u P dom p if epi p is C2-cone reducible at pu, ppuqq.
Moreover, p is said to be C2-cone reducible if it is C2-cone reducible at every u P dom p.

We recall the following definition of bounded linear regularity (see, e.g., [3]).
Definition 7. Let D1, D2, . . . , Ds Ď U be closed convex sets for some positive

integer s. Suppose that D :“ D1 X D2 X . . . X Ds is non-empty. The collection
tD1, D2, . . . , Dsu is said to be boundedly linearly regular if for every bounded set B Ď
U, there exists a constant κ ą 0 such that

distpx,Dq ď κmax tdistpx,D1q,distpx,D2q, . . . ,distpx,Dsqu @x P B.

The property of bounded linear regularity can be implied by the standard constraint
qualification, as stated in the following proposition [4, Corollary 3].

Proposition 8. Let D1, D2, . . . , Ds Ď U be closed convex sets for some positive
integer s. Suppose that D1, D2, . . . , Ds0 are polyhedral sets for some s0 P t0, 1, . . . , su.
Then a sufficient condition for tD1, D2, . . . , Dsu to be boundedly linearly regular is

č

i“1,2,...,s0

Di X
č

i“s0`1,...,s

ri pDiq ‰ H.
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Finally, for any function p : U Ñ p´8,`8s, we use pÓ´pu; dq and pÓ`pu; dq to
denote the lower and upper directional epiderivatives of p at u P U along the direction
d P U, i.e.,

pÓ´pu; dq “ lim inf
tÓ0

d1Ñd

ppu` td1q ´ ppuq

t

and

pÓ`pu; dq “ sup
ttnuP∆

#

lim inf
tnÓ0

d1Ñd

ppu` tnd
1q ´ ppuq

tn

+

,

where ∆ denotes the set of all positive real sequences tρnu converging to 0 [5, Section
2.2.3]. If p is a closed convex function, then we know from [5, Proposition 2.58] that

pÓ´pu; ¨q “ pÓ`pu; ¨q for any u P dom p, i.e., p is directionally epidifferentiable with the
directional epiderivative pÓpu; ¨q. Furthermore, if pÓpu; dq is finite for u P dom p and
d P U, we define the lower second order directional epiderivative of p by for any w P U,

pÓ
´ pu; d,wq :“ lim inf

tÓ0

w1Ñw

ppu` td` 1
2 t

2w1q ´ ppuq ´ tpÓpu; dq
1
2 t

2
.

3. The quadratic growth conditions for convex matrix optimization
problems. For notational simplicity, we write Z :“ Re ˆRd ˆX and for any y P Re,
w P Rd and S P X, we write Z “ py, w, Sq. The Lagrangian function l associated with
problem (2) takes the form of

lpZ,Xq :“ ΨpZq ` xX,A˚y ` F˚w ` S ´ Cy, pZ,Xq P Zˆ X.

Let φ : XÑ p´8,8s be the essential objective function of problem (1), i.e.,

(6) φpXq :“ ´ inf
ZPZ

lpZ,Xq “

#

ΦpXq if AX P b`Q,
`8 otherwise,

@ X P X.

Denote the set-valued mapping Tφ : X Ñ X associated with φ as

(7) TφpXq :“ BφpXq, X P X.

Let ΩP Ď X and ΩD Ď Z be the optimal solution sets of the primal problem (1)
and the dual problem (2), respectively, both being assumed to be nonempty. Let
MDpZq Ď X be the set of Lagrangian multipliers associated with Z P ΩD for problem
(2), i.e., X P MDpZq if and only if pX,Zq “ pX, ȳ, w̄, Sq solves the following KKT
system:

(8)

#

0 P AX ´ b`NQ˚pyq, 0 P FX ´ Bh˚p´wq, 0 P X ´ Bθ˚p´Sq,

0 “ C ´ pA˚y ` F˚w ` Sq,

for pZ,Xq P Z ˆ X, where NQ˚pyq denotes the normal cone of Q˚ at y P Q˚ as in
standard convex analysis [48]. It can be easily checked that if pX,Zq P X ˆ Z is a
solution to the above KKT system, then pX, ȳq solves the following inclusion problem:

(9)

#

0 P C ´A˚y ` F˚∇hpFXq ` BθpXq,
0 P AX ´ b`NQ˚pyq,

pX, yq P Xˆ Re.
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We write MP pXq Ď Re as the set of Lagrangian multipliers ȳ associated with X P ΩP ,
i.e., ȳ PMP pXq if and only if pX, ȳq satisfies (9).

Let FP and FD be the sets of all feasible points for problem (1) and problem (2),
respectively, i.e.,

FP “ tX P X | AX P b`Qu , FD “ tZ P Z | A˚y ` F˚w ` S “ C, y P Q˚u .

The quadratic growth condition is said to be satisfied at an optimal solution X P ΩP
for problem (1) if there exist constants δp ą 0 and κp ą 0 such that

(10) ΦpXq ě ΦpXq ` κp dist2
pX,ΩP q @X P FP X BδppXq.

Similarly, the quadratic growth condition is said to be satisfied at Z P ΩD for problem
(2) if there exist constants δd ą 0 and κd ą 0 such that

(11) ΨpZq ě ΨpZq ` κd dist2
pZ,ΩDq @Z P FD X BδdpZq.

The constants κp in (10) and κd in (11) are called the quadratic growth modulus with
respect to the problem (1) and (2), respectively.

The lemma below, which is a direct application of Proposition 5 to the essential
objective function φ in (6), reveals the relationship between the metric subregularity
of Tφ in (7) at an optimal solution for the origin and the quadratic growth condition for
problem (1). An analogous result regarding the dual problem (2) can be established
in the same fashion.

Lemma 9. The following two properties are equivalent to each other:

(a) The quadratic growth condition (10) holds at X P ΩP for problem (1).
(b) The set-valued mapping Tφ is metrically subregular at X P ΩP for the origin.
Specifically, if (10) holds with quadratic growth modulus κp, then Tφ is metrically sub-
regular at X for the origin with modulus 1{κp; conversely, if Tφ is metrically subregular
at X for the origin with modulus κ1p, then (10) holds for any κp P p0, 1{p4κ

1
pqq.

In the following two subsections, we shall study two types of sufficient conditions
for ensuring the primal quadratic growth condition (10) and the dual quadratic growth
condition (11), respectively. One is under the C2-cone reducibility assumption of g
(g˚), the other is under the metric subregularity assumption of Bg (Bg˚).

3.1. Sufficient conditions under the C2-cone reducibility. When the spec-
tral function θ in problem (1) is C2-cone reducible, one can derive the conditions for
guaranteeing the quadratic growth condition (10) by employing the second order suf-
ficient conditions of convex composite optimizations (see [5, Section 3.4.1] for details).
In general, it may be difficult to check the C2-cone reducibility of matrix functions.
Our first result is to show that the C2-cone reducibility of the spectral function θ can
be verified via its underlying (absolutely) symmetric function g.

Proposition 10. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and abso-
lutely symmetric function. Let θ : X Ñ p´8,`8s be the spectral function associated
with g as in (3). For any X P dom θ, if the function g is C2-cone reducible at σpXq,
then the function θ is C2-cone reducible at X.

Proof. We first introduce some notations. Denote the nonzero distinct singular
values of X by ν1 ą . . . ą νr ą 0, where r is a positive integer. Define the index sets
al :“ ti | σipXq “ νl, 1 ď i ď nu for l “ 1, . . . , r, ar`1 “ b :“ ti | σipXq “ 0, 1 ď
i ď nu and c :“ tn ` 1, . . . ,mu. We write ΣpXq “ DiagpσpXqq for any X P X and
Σ “ DiagpσpXqq.
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Let l P t1, . . . , r`1u be arbitrary but fixed. Since the singular value function σp¨q
is globally Lipschitz continuous, one can obtain from [16, Proposition 5] that there
exists an open neighborhood N of X such that the following functions Ul : N Ñ Rnˆn
and Vl : N Ñ Rmˆm are well-defined:

(12) UlpXq :“
ÿ

iPal

UipXqUipXq
T , VlpXq “

ÿ

iPal

VipXqVipXq
T , X P N ,

where pUpXq, V pXqq P OXpXq. That is, for any X P N , the function values UlpXq and
VlpXq are independent of the choices of the orthogonal pairs pUpXq, V pXqq P OXpXq.
By the relationship between the singular value decomposition of any X P X and

the eigenvalue decomposition of its extended symmetric counterpart

„

0 X
XT 0



,

one can derive from [16, Proposition 8] that the mappings Ulp¨q and Vlp¨q are twice
continuously differentiable on N .

To proceed, let us first consider the case that X “
“

Σ 0
‰

. For any X P N , let
LlpXq and RlpXq be the left and right singular vector spaces corresponding to the
single values tσipXq : i P alu. Obviously the spaces spanned by the columns of UlpXq
and VlpXq coincide with LlpXq and RlpXq, respectively. Now we show that if X is
sufficiently close to X, the columns of UlpXq are the bases of LlpXq. In fact, for any
X P N , the i-th column of UlpXq is given by

pUlpXqqi “
ÿ

jPal

UijpXq

»

—

–

U1jpXq
...

UnjpXq

fi

ffi

fl

, i P al.

Let q̄ “ pq̄1, . . . , q̄|al|q
T P R|al| be the vector such that

ř

iPal
q̄ipUlpXqqi “ 0. Since

the columns of UpXq among the index set al are linearly independent, we see that
q̄ is the solution of the linear system UalalpXqq “ 0. Recall that X “

“

Σ 0
‰

. Then

by [16, (31) in Proposition 7], for all X sufficiently close to X, there exists Ql P O|al|
such that UalalpXq “ Ql ` Op}X ´ X}q. Thus, the matrix UalalpXq is invertible,
which further implies that q̄ “ 0 and the columns of UlpXq are linearly independent.
Consequently, by shrinking N if necessary, we have that for any X P N , the columns
of UlpXq are the bases of LlpXq. By using the similar arguments, one can also derive
that the columns of VlpXq are the bases of RlpXq. Applying the Gram-Schmidt
orthonormalization procedure to the columns of UlpXq and VlpXq for X P N , we can
obtain two matrices MalpXq P Rnˆ|al| and NalpXq P Rmˆ|al| such that the columns
of MalpXq are the orthogonal bases of LlpXq and the columns of NalpXq are the
orthogonal bases of RlpXq. For X sufficiently close to X and two positive integers
l, l1 P t1, . . . , r ` 1u with l ‰ l1, it holds that σipXq ‰ σjpXq for i P al and j P al1 ,
implying that the matrices Mpxq “

“

Ma1pXq ¨ ¨ ¨ Mar pXqMar`1pXq
‰

P Rnˆn and

Npxq “
“

Na1pXq ¨ ¨ ¨ Nar pXq Nar`1
pXq

‰

P Rmˆm are orthogonal and satisfy the
following singular value decomposition

X “MpXq rΣpXq 0sNpXqT .

Thus, we have

MalpXq
TXNalpXq “

"

pΣpXqqalal for l “ 1, . . . , r,

rΣpXqbb 0s for l “ r ` 1.
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Take Mal : N Ñ Rnˆ|al| and Nal : N Ñ Rnˆ|al| as two matrix mappings. Since
Mal and Nal are twice continuously differentiable on N , the mappings defined by
MalpXq

TXNalpXq for any X P N are also twice continuously differentiable on N .
Moreover, one can derive from [16, (31) in Proposition 7] that for any X P N ,

MalpXq “

»

–

Op}X ´X}q
I|al| `Op}X ´X}

2q

Op}X ´X}q

fi

fl , NalpXq “

»

–

Op}X ´X}q
I|al| `Op}X ´X}

2q

Op}X ´X}q

fi

fl .

Denote H :“ X ´X. For any X P N , we deduce

(13) MalpXq
TXNalpXq “

"

Σalal `Halal `Op}H}
2q for l “ 1, . . . , r,

rΣbb 0s ` rHbb Hbcs `Op}H}
2q for l “ r ` 1.

For the general case, let pU, V q P OXpXq be fixed. Then U
T
XV “ rΣ 0s `

U
T
pX ´XqV . Denote rH “ U

T
pX ´XqV . Therefore, replacing X by U

T
XV in the

previous arguments, we know that there exists an open neighborhood N of X such
that the mapping

DlpXq :“

#

MalpU
T
XV qTU

T
XVNalpU

T
XV q for l “ 1, . . . , r,

Mar`1
pU

T
XV qTU

T
XVNar`1

pU
T
XV q for l “ r ` 1,

“

"

pΣpXqqalal for l “ 1, . . . , r,

rΣpXqbb 0s for l “ r ` 1,

X P N ,

is twice continuously differentiable on N . In particular, we have

(14) DlpXq “
"

Σalal for l “ 1, . . . , r,

rΣbb 0s “ 0 for l “ r ` 1.

Moreover, the equation (13) implies that for any X P N ,

(15) DlpXq ´DlpXq “

#

rHalal `Op}X ´X}
2q for l “ 1, . . . , r,

r rHbb
rHbcs `Op}X ´X}

2q for l “ r ` 1.

Let t̄ “ θpXq and N 1 Ď R be any open neighborhood of t̄ and W :“ N ˆ N 1.
Define the mapping Ξ : W Ñ Rn ˆ R by

ΞpX, tq :“ pdiagpD1pXqq, . . . ,diagpDrpXqq,diagpDr`1pXqq, tq, pX, tq P N ˆN 1.

It then follows from (14) that epi θXW “ tpX, tq PW | ΞpX, tq P epi gu and ΞpX, t̄q “
pσpXq, t̄q. Moreover, (15) implies that for any pH, τq P XˆR sufficiently close to the
origin,

ΞpX `H, t̄` τq ´ ΞpX, t̄q “ pdiagp rHa1a1q, . . . ,diagp rHar`1ar`1q, τq `Op}pH, τq}
2q.

Thus, the derivative Ξ1pX, t̄q : Xˆ RÑ Rn ˆ R of Ξ at pX, t̄q is given by

Ξ1pX, t̄qpH, τq “ pdiagp rHa1a1q, . . . ,diagp rHarar q,diagp rHbbq, τq, pH, τq P Xˆ R.

Obviously Ξ1pX, t̄q is onto. Since epi g is C2-cone reducible at pσpXq, t̄q, we know from
[52, Proposition 3.2] that epi θ is also C2-cone reducible at pX, t̄q. The proof is thus
completed.
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For spectral functions θ associated with symmetric functions g in the form of
(4), we have the following analogous conclusion. Its proof can be derived similarly to
Proposition 10 by replacing all the singular value decompositions in the arguments
with the eigenvalue decompositions. We omit the details here.

Proposition 11. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and sym-
metric function. Let θ : Sn Ñ p´8,`8s be the spectral function associated with g as
in (4). Then for any X P dom θ, if the function g is C2-cone reducible at λpXq, then
the function θ is C2-cone reducible at X.

Remark 1. It is known that the convex polyhedral sets are C2-cone reducible [5,
Example 3.139]. Hence, Propositions 10 and 11 imply that the class of C2-cone re-
ducible spectral functions is rich. In particular, they cover the results in [5, Example
3.140] and [13, Proposition 4.3] about the C2-cone reducibility of the indicator func-
tion over the PSD cone and the matrix Ky Fan k-norm function, respectively.

Let X P ΩP with MP pXq ‰ H. The critical cone of problem (1) at X is given
by

CP pXq :“

"

H P X
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

AH P TQpAX ´ bq, H P Tdom θpXq,
xF˚∇hpFXq ` C,Hy ` θÓpX;Hq “ 0

*

.

Similarly, let Z P ΩD with MDpZq ‰ H. If h˚ is twice continuously differentiable,
then the critical cone of problem (2) at X is given by

CDpZq :“

$

&

%

pHy, Hw, HSq

P Z

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

A˚Hy ` F˚Hw `HS “ 0,
Hy P TQ˚pȳq, ´HS P Tdom θ˚p´Sq

x´b,Hyy ´ x∇h˚p´w̄q, Hwy ` pθ
˚qÓp´S;´HSq “ 0

,

.

-

.

Now we are ready to present the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 12. Let θ be a spectral function in the form of (3) (or (4)). Let X

be an optimal solution to problem (1) with MP pXq ‰ H. Assume that the following
three conditions hold:
(a) the function h is twice continuously differentiable on domh;
(b) the function g is C2-cone reducible at σpXq (or λpXq);
(c) the “no-gap” second order sufficient condition holds at X for problem (1), i.e.,
for any H P CP pXqzt0u,

sup
ȳPMP pXq

!

xFH,∇2hpFXqFHqy ´ φ˚
pX,Hq

pC ´A˚ȳ ` F˚∇hpFXqq
)

ą 0,

where φ˚
pX,Hq

p¨q is the conjugate function of φ
pX,Hqp¨q :“ θÓ

´ pX;H, ¨q.

Then the quadratic growth condition (10) holds at the unique optimal solution X for
problem (1).

Proof. By applying Proposition 10 (Proposition 11) to condition (b), one can
obtain the C2-cone reducibility of the spectral function θ at X. Thus, we know from
[5, Proposition 3.136] that epi θ is second order regular at pX, θpXqq (see [5, Definition
3.85] for the definition of second order regular). Then the conclusion of Theorem 12
follows from [5, Theorem 3.109], directly.

Remark 2. The explicit expressions of φ˚
pX,Hq

p¨q in condition (c) for θ “ δSn
`
p¨q

can be found in [53] and for θ “ }¨}pkq can be found in [14]. Under the assumptions of

Theorem 12, the point X is in fact the unique optimal solution of problem (1). Thus,
the quadratic growth condition (10) at X can be equivalently stated as the existence
of constants δp ą p and κp ą 0 such that

(16) ΦpXq ě ΦpXq ` κp }X ´X}
2 @ X P FP X BδppXq.
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In the following, we also provide an analogous result to Theorem 12 regarding the
dual quadratic growth condition (11). By taking into account Proposition 2(i) and
Proposition 3(i), one can derive the proof in a similar manner.

Theorem 13. Let θ be a spectral function in the form of (3) (or (4)). Let Z be
an optimal solution for problem (2) with MDpZq ‰ H. Assume that the following
three conditions hold:
(a) the function h˚ is twice continuously differentiable on dom h˚;
(b) the function g˚ is C2-cone reducible at σp´Sq (or λp´Sq);
(c) the “no-gap” second order sufficient condition holds at Z for problem (2), i.e., for
any pHy, Hw, HSq P CDpZqzt0u,

(17) sup
XPMDpZq

!

xHw,∇2h˚p´w̄qHwy ´ ψ
˚

pS,HSq
pXq

)

ą 0,

where ψ˚
pS,HSq

p¨q is the conjugate function of ψ
pS,HSq

p¨q “ pθ˚qÓ´ p´S;´HS , ¨q.

Then the quadratic growth condition (11) holds at the unique optimal solution Z for
problem (2).

3.2. Sufficient conditions under the metric subregularity of subdiffer-
entials. As discussed in Remark 2, the assumptions given in Theorem 12 (or Theorem
13) imply the uniqueness of the optimal solution for problem (1) (or problem (2)).
In this subsection, we shall study the quadratic growth conditions from a different
perspective. Our goal here is to provide sufficient conditions for this subject when the
underlying problems admit multiple solutions. For this purpose, we first study the
metric subregularity of the subdifferential of a spectral function θ.

Proposition 14. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and abso-
lutely symmetric function. Let θ : X Ñ p´8,`8s be the spectral function associated
with g as in (3). Consider any point pX,W q P gph Bθ. If the subdifferential mapping
Bg is metrically subregular at σpXq for σpW q, then the subdifferential mapping Bθ is
metrically subregular at X for W .

Proof. Since Bg is assumed to be metrically subregular at σpXq for σpW q, there
exist constants δ ą 0, ε ą 0 and κ0 ą 0 such that

(18) distpu, pBgq´1pσpW qqq ď κ0 distpσpW q, Bgpuq X BδpσpW qqq @u P BεpσpXqq.

To establish the metric subregularity of Bθ at X for W , it suffices to show that there
exists a constant κ ą 0 such that

(19) distpX, pBθq´1pW qq ď κ distpW, BθpXq X BδpW qq @X P BεpXq.

Consider any X P BεpXq. If BθpXq X BδpW q “ H, the above inequality holds auto-
matically. Thus, we only need to consider those X such that BθpXq X BδpW q ‰ H.
Let W P BθpXq X BδpW q be arbitrarily given. By Proposition 2 and the globally
Lipschitz continuity of the singular value function σp¨q, we see that

(20) σpW q P BgpσpXqq X BδpσpW qq.

Moreover, Proposition 2 also implies that there exists an orthogonal pair pU, V q P
OXpXq XOXpW q, that is,

X “ U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T and W “ U rDiagpσpW qq 0sV T .
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Observe that pBgq´1pσpW qq “ Bg˚pσpW qq is a nonempty closed convex set [48, Theo-
rem 23.2]. Let uX “ Π

pBgq´1pσpW qqpσpXqq, the projection of σpXq onto pBgq´1pσpW qq.

We deduce from (18) and (20) that

}σpXq ´ uX} “ distpσpXq, pBgq´1pσpW qqq ď κ0}σpW q ´ σpW q} ď κ0}W ´W }.

By shrinking δ if necessary, we know from Lemma 1(i) that there exist κ1 ą 0 and
pU, V q P OXpW q such that

(21) }pU, V q ´ pU, V q} ď κ1}W ´W }.

Define pX “ U rDiagpuXq 0sV
T

(which is not necessarily a singular value decomposition

of pX). Then pX P pBθq´1pW q by Proposition 2. Consequently,

distpX, pBθq´1pW qq ď }X ´ pX} “ }U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T ´ U rDiagpuXq 0sV
T
}

ď }U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T ´ U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV
T
} ` }σpXq ´ uX}

ď p}U ´ U} ` }V ´ V }q}σpXq} ` }σpXq ´ uX}

ď 2κ1}W ´W }p}σpXq} ` εq ` κ0}W ´W } ď κ }W ´W },

where κ “ 2κ1p}σpXq}`εq`κ0. Since the above inequality is true for any X P BεpXq
and any W P BθpXq X BδpW q, the inequality (19) then follows.

By using a similar approach, we can establish an analogous conclusion to Proposi-
tion 14 regarding the metric subregularity of the subdifferential of a spectral function
associated with a symmetric function in the form of (4).

Proposition 15. Let g : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s be a proper closed convex and sym-
metric function. Let θ : Sn Ñ p´8,`8s be the spectral function associated with g as
in (4). Let pX,W q P gph Bθ. If the subdifferential mapping Bg is metrically subregular
at λpXq for λpW q, then the subdifferential mapping Bθ is metrically subregular at X
for W .

Proof. One can derive the proof by replacing the singular value decompositions
in the proof of Proposition 14 with the eigenvalue decompositions, and then applying
Proposition 3 and Lemma 1(ii) accordingly instead of Proposition 2 and Lemma 1(i).
For brevity, we omit the details here.

Remark 3. Recall that a set-valued mapping is said to be piecewise polyhedral if
its graph is the union of finitely many polyhedral sets. In his Ph.D thesis, Sun [56]
conducted a deep investigation on the convex piecewise linear-quadratic function and
showed the following elegant and important result that a proper closed convex func-
tion p is piecewise linear-quadratic if and only if Bp is piecewise polyhedral, which is
also equivalent to p˚ being piecewise linear-quadratic (see also [51, Theorem 11.14,
Proposition 12.30]). Moreover, a fundamental result of Robinson about the local upper
Lipschitz continuous property of the polyhedral mapping [47] implies that for any con-
vex piecewise linear-quadratic function p and any point px,wq P gph Bp, pBpq´1 “ Bp˚

is metrically subregular at x for w. Thus, the subdifferential of the spectral function θ
is metrically subregular at any X P dom θ for any W P BθpXq if the underlying func-
tion g is a convex piecewise linear-quadratic function. Particular examples of such g
include the sum of k largest absolute components of a given vector and the indicator
function over a convex polyhedral set. Thus, Proposition 14 and Proposition 15 cover
the results in [64, Proposition 11] and [11, Theorem 2.4] for the metric subregularity
of the subdifferentials of the nuclear norm function and of the indicator function over
the PSD cone, respectively; see also [12, Proposition 3.3] for the metric subregularity
of the latter subdifferentials.
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Remark 4. For a possibly nonconvex function p : Rn Ñ p´8,`8s, one can
define its subdifferential mapping Bp as in [5, (2.227) and (2.229)]. For any x P Rn,
Bppxq defined in this way is always a closed and convex set. In fact, all the assertions
in Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 are originally established under the more general
nonconvex settings in [33, 35]. Hence, one can extend the results in Proposition 14
and Proposition 15 to nonconvex functions g and θ with no difficulty.

Now we come back to discuss the second type of sufficient conditions for the
quadratic growth conditions of problem (1) and problem (2). It is a well known fact
that if the function h is strongly convex on any convex compact subset of domh, the
value FX is invariant over X P ΩP (see, e.g., [41]). Hence, the following values are
well-defined for any X P ΩP :

(22) ξ̄ :“ FX, η̄ :“ F˚∇hpFXq ` C.

We denote the set VP :“ tX P X | FX “ ξ̄u and two mappings G1
P ,G2

P : Re Ñ X as

G1
P pyq :“ pBθq´1pA˚y ´ η̄q, G2

P pyq :“ tX P X | 0 P AX ´ b`NQ˚pyqu, y P Re.

By the KKT condition (9), it is easy to obtain that

ΩP “ VP X G1
P pȳq X G2

P pȳq @ ȳ PMP pXq.

Similarly, if h˚ is assumed to be strongly convex in the dual problem (2), the value
w̄ is invariant over all Z “ pȳ, w̄, Sq P ΩD. We denote the set VD :“ tZ P Z | A˚y `
F˚w ` S “ Cu and three mappings G1

D,G2
D,G3

D : XÑ Z as

G1
DpXq :“ tZ P Z | 0 P AX ´ b`NQ˚pyqu, G2

DpXq :“ tZ P Z | w “ w̄u,

G3
DpXq :“ tZ P Z | 0 P S ` BθpXqu, X P X.

By the KKT condition (8), we have

ΩD “ VD X G1
DpXq X G2

DpXq X G3
DpXq @X PMDpZq.

The following theorem presents conditions for ensuring the quadratic growth con-
ditions for problem (1), under the metric subregularity of the subdifferential of the
(absolutely) symmetric function g.

Theorem 16. Let θ be a spectral function in the form of (3) (or (4)). Let X be
an optimal solution for problem (1) with MP pXq ‰ H. Assume that the following
three conditions hold:
(a) the function h is strongly convex on any compact subset of domh;
(b) for any v̄ P BgpσpXqq (or BgpλpXqq), the mapping Bg is metrically subregular at
σpXq (or λpXq) for v̄;
(c) the collection of sets

 

VP ,G1
P pȳq,G2

P pȳq
(

is boundedly linearly regular for some

ȳ PMP pXq.
Then the quadratic growth condition (10) holds at X for problem (1).

Proof. Applying the results of Proposition 14 to the function θ “ g ˝ σ or Propo-
sition 15 to the function θ “ g ˝ λ, we see that for any S P BθpXq, the mapping Bθ
is metrically subregular at X for S under condition (b). Then the conclusion follows
from [12, Theorem 3.1] directly.

The remaining issue is how to verify assumption (c) in Theorem 16. By invoking
Proposition 8, we arrive at the following results.
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Proposition 17. The collection of sets
 

VP ,G1
P pȳq,G2

P pȳq
(

is boundedly linearly

regular for some ȳ PMP pXq under one of the following two conditions:

(a) G1
P pȳq is a polyhedral set;

(b) there exists pX P ΩP such that pX P ri pG1
P pȳqq.

Proof. By Proposition 8 and the facts that VP and G2
P pȳq are polyhedral sets,

we directly get the conclusion under assumption (a). If assumption (b) holds, then
VP X ri pG1

P pȳqq X G1
P pȳq ‰ H, and the conclusion also follows.

Below we make several comments regarding the assumptions imposed in Propo-
sition 17. Firstly, let us illustrate condition (a) by several examples.

‚ Example 1: θpXq “ }X}2 for any X P Rn (the vector 2-norm). Then Bθ´1pXq
is a polyhedral set for any X P Rm [58, 64] and the condition (a) automatically
holds.

‚ Example 2: θpXq “ δSn
`
pXq for any X P Sn. Then condition (a) is equivalent

to rankpA˚ȳ ´ η̄q ě n´ 1 [12, Proposition 3.2].
‚ Example 3: θpXq “ }X}pkq for any X P X. Then in order for G1

P pȳq to be a
polyhedral set, we either have that }A˚ȳ ´ η̄}˚ ă k and σ2pA˚ȳ ´ η̄q ă 1, or
}A˚ȳ´ η̄}˚ “ k, σ2pA˚ȳ´ η̄q ă 1 and σmpA˚ȳ´ η̄q ą 0. This result can be
obtained via the characterization of B} ¨ }pkq in [61, 44].

Condition (b) in Proposition 17 can be viewed as the strict complementarity condition
for the generalized equation 0 P ´X ` BθpA˚y ´ η̄q at pX, ȳq. In particular, one can
find characterizations of this property for θp¨q “ δSn

`
p¨q in [5, Example 4.79] and for

θp¨q “ } ¨ }pkq in [14]. It is worth to mention that in order to satisfy assumption (c) in

Theorem 16, it suffices for problem (1) to admit a KKT point p pX, ȳq possessing the
partial strict complementarity condition with respect to the spectral function θ. The
pX here can be different from the reference point X.

We can also establish sufficient conditions for the quadratic growth condition (11)
of the dual problem (2).

Theorem 18. Let θ be a spectral function in the form of (3) (or (4)). Let Z be
an optimal solution for problem (2) with MDpZq ‰ H. Assume that the following
three conditions hold:
(a) the function h˚ is continuously differentiable on domh˚, which is assumed to be
a nonempty open convex set, and h˚ is also strongly convex on any compact subset of
domh˚;
(b) for any w̄ P Bg˚pσpSqq (or Bg˚pλpSqq), the mapping Bg˚ is metrically subregular
at σpSq (or λpSq) for w̄;
(c) the collection of sets

 

VD,G1
DpXq,G2

DpXq,G3
DpXq

(

is boundedly linearly regular

for some X PMDpZq.
Then the quadratic growth condition (11) holds at Z for problem (2).

Before proceeding to the next section, we mention that when A, b and Q are
vacant in problem (1) and h is taken to be a least square function 1

2} ¨ ´d}
2 for some

given d P Rd, the problem (1) reduces to

(23) min
1

2
}FX ´ d}2 ` xC,Xy ` θpXq,

and the corresponding dual is given by

(24) min
1

2
}w ´ d}2 ` θ˚p´Sq, s.t. F˚w ` S “ C.

Obviously problem (24) has a unique optimal solution. Denote it as pw̄, Sq. Suppose
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that θ is given by (3) and g˚ is C2 cone reducible at ´σpSq, then the quadratic
growth condition for the dual problem (24) always holds at pw̄, Sq by Theorem 13.
However, certain conditions need to be imposed to the primal form (23) for deriving
its quadratic growth condition, like the one given in Theorem 12 or Theorem 16.
Examples for the failure of the quadratic growth condition of problem (23) without
any additional assumption can be found in [64], where θ is taken to be the nuclear
norm function.

4. Fast convergence rates of the ALM. In recent years, lots of progress
has been achieved in solving large scale semidefinite programming (SDP) and non-
symmetric matrix optimization problems regularized by the nuclear norm and the
spectral norm [63, 32, 10, 62, 38]. The central idea of these works is to combine
the ALM and the semismooth matrix-valued function theory. In this section, we
demonstrate that under the derived quadratic growth conditions in Theorem 12 and
Theorem 16, the iteration sequence generated by the ALM enjoys fast convergence
rates. This part of work is motivated by a recent paper [12] on discussing the asymp-
totic (super)linear convergence rates of the ALM for solving the composite SDP.

Recall that we denote the variable Z “ py, w, Sq for any y P Re, w P Rd and
S P X, and the space Z “ Re ˆ Rd ˆ X. Let c ą 0 be a positive parameter. For any
Z P Z and X P X, the augmented Lagrangian function associated with problem (2) is
given by

(25) LcpZ,Xq :“ lpZ,Xq ` pc{2q}A˚y ` F˚w ` S ´ C}2.

Let k ě 0. Given a sequence of scalars ck Ò c8 ď 8 and a starting point X0 P X, the
pk ` 1q-th iteration of the ALM is given by

(26)

#

Zk`1 « arg minZPZ
 

ζkpZq :“ LckpZ,X
kq
(

,

Xk`1 “ Xk ` ckpA˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ Cq,
k ě 0.

Our approach for deriving the convergence rates of the ALM is based on the
observation by Rockafellar that the ALM is a special implementation of the inexact
dual proximal point algorithm (PPA) for solving convex optimization problems [49].
Specifically, let Pk :“ pI ` ckTφq´1, where I is the identity mapping in X and Tφ is
the set-valued mapping given in (7). Consider the PPA

(27) Xk`1 « PkpX
kq

to be executed with the following stopping criteria:

pAq }Xk`1 ´ PkpX
kq} ď εk, εk ě 0,

ř8

k“0 εk ă 8,

pBq }Xk`1 ´ PkpX
kq} ď ηk}X

k`1 ´Xk}, ηk ě 0,
ř8

k“0 ηk ă 8.

Then the relationship between the iteration sequences generated by the ALM in (26)
for solving problem (2) and by the PPA in (27) for solving problem (1) is demonstrated
in the following proposition. We prove this proposition by adapting the proofs in [49,
Proposition 6] to our settings.

Proposition 19. Given Xk P X, Zk`1 “ pyk`1, wk`1, Sk`1q P Z and a positive
parameter ck for some k ě 0. Let ζk and Pk be given by (26) and (27). Denote
Xk`1 “ Xk ` ckpA˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ Cq. Then

(28) }Xk`1 ´ PkpX
kq}2{p2ckq ď ζkpZ

k`1q ´ inf ζk.
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Proof. Firstly, it is known from [48, Theorem 37.3] that for any c ą 0 and X P X,

(29)

inf
Z
LcpZ,Xq “ inf

Z
max
xXPX

tlpZ, pXq ´ 1{p2cq} pX ´X}2u

“ max
xXPX

inf
Z
tlpZ, pXq ´ 1{p2cq} pX ´X}2u

“ max
xXPX

tφp pXq ´ 1{p2cq} pX ´X}2u,

where φ is the essential objective function of problem (1) defined by (6). By taking
into account the definition of Pk in (27), we see that

LckpZ
k`1, Xq ě inf

Z
LckpZ,Xq ě φpPkpX

kqq ´ 1{p2ckq}PkpX
kq ´X}2 @ X P X

and
inf
Z
LckpZ,X

kq “ φpPkpX
kqq ´ 1{p2ckq}PkpX

kq ´Xk}2.

In view of the above two inequalities, we know that for any X P X,

ζkpZ
k`1q ´ inf ζk

“ LckpZ
k`1, Xkq ´ inf

Z
LckpZ,X

kq

“ LckpZ
k`1, Xq ´ xXk`1 ´Xk, X ´Xky{ck ´ inf

Z
LckpZ,X

kq

ě φpPkpX
kqq ´ 1{p2ckq}PkpX

kq ´X}2 ´ xXk`1 ´Xk, X ´Xky{ck

´pφpPkpX
kqq ´ 1{p2ckq}PkpX

kq ´Xk}2q

“ p2xPkpX
kq ´Xk`1, X ´Xky ´ }X ´Xk}2q{p2ckq.

Then (28) can be established by taking X “ PkpX
kq ´ Xk`1 ` Xk in the above

inequality.
It follows from the above proposition that the sequence of multiplies tXku gen-

erated by the ALM for solving problem (2), if adopted the following two stopping
criteria,

pA1q ζkpZ
k`1q ´ inf ζk ď ε2

k{2ck, εk ě 0,
ř8

k“0 εk ă 8,

pB1q ζkpZ
k`1q ´ inf ζk ď pη

2
k{2ckq}X

k`1 ´Xk}2, ηk ě 0,
ř8

k“0 ηk ă 8,

can be taken as the iterates generated by the inexact PPA for solving problem (1)
with the stopping criteria pAq and pBq, respectively. This fact allows us to study the
convergence rates of the ALM via the rates of the inexact PPA.

In [50], Rockafellar established the convergence rates of the inexact PPA under
the Lipschitz continuity of T ´1

φ at the origin. This assumption, which automatically
requires the uniqueness of the optimal solution of problem (1), has been relaxed by
Luque with an error bound type condition [40, (2.1)]. Luque’s condition is known to
be satisfied if Tφ is a polyhedral mapping [47]. When Tφ is non-polyhedral, to check
Luque’s condition may be difficult, especially for the case that T ´1

φ p0q is unbounded.
In [12], this condition is further relaxed by the metric subregularity of the operator Tφ
at some optimal point for the origin. Based on Proposition 19 and [12, Theorem 4.1],
we can prove the global and local (super)linear convergence of the ALM for solving
matrix optimization problem (1).

Theorem 20. Assume that the optimal solution set ΩP to problem (1) is non-
empty. Denote Ψ˚ be the optimal value of Ψ for problem (2). Let tpZk, Xkqu be an
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infinite sequence generated by the ALM in (26) with stopping criterion pA1q, where
Zk “ pyk, wk, Skq. Then, the whole sequence tXku is bounded and converges to some
X8 P ΩP , and the sequence tZku satisfies for all k ě 0,

(30) }A˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ C} “ c´1
k }X

k`1 ´Xk} Ñ 0,

(31) ΨpZk`1q ´Ψ˚ ď ζkpZ
k`1q ´ inf ζk ` p1{2ckqp}X

k}2 ´ }Xk`1}2q.

Moreover, if problem (2) has a non-empty bounded solution set, then the sequence tZku
is also bounded, and all of its accumulation points are optimal solutions to problem
(2).

If the quadratic growth condition (10) holds at X8 for the origin with modulus
κp ą 0, then under criterion pB1q: there exists k̄ ě 0 such that for all k ě k̄,

(32) dist pXk`1,ΩP q ď θk dist pXk,ΩP q,

where

θk “ pµk ` 2ηkqp1´ ηkq
´1 with µk “ 1{

b

1` c2kκ
2
p ,

θk Ñ θ8 “ 1{
b

1` c28κ
2
p pθ8 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q.

In addition, the following inequalities hold regarding the R-(super)linear convergence
rate of dual feasibility and dual objective value:

}A˚yk`1 ` F˚wk`1 ` Sk`1 ´ C} ď τ1
k distpXk,ΩP q,(33a)

ΨpZk`1q ´Ψ˚ ď τ2
k distpXk,ΩP q,(33b)

where

τ1
k :“ c´1

k p1´ ηkq
´1 Ñ τ1

8 “ 1{c8,

τ2
k :“ τ1

k pη
2
k}X

k`1 ´Xk} ` }Xk`1} ` }Xk}q{2 Ñ τ2
8 “ }X

8}{c8,

pτ1
8 “ τ2

8 “ 0 if c8 “ 8q.

Proof. The assertions in the first paragraph of Theorem 20 can be obtained from
[49, Theorem 4] and [12, Theorem 4.2]. From Lemma 9 we know that if the quadratic
growth condition (10) holds at X8 for the origin with modulus κp ą 0, then Tφ is
metrically subregular at X8 for the origin with modulus 1{κp. Thus, the inequality
(32) follows from Proposition 19 and [12, Theorem 4.1]. Finally, one can establish
the inequalities (33a) and (33b) by adapting the proofs in [12, Theorem 4.2] to our
settings with no difficulty.

Theorem 20 shows that under the quadratic growth condition of problem (1), the
primal iteration sequence tXku generated by the ALM converges Q-(super)linearly,
while the dual feasibility and objective value converge at least R-(super)linearly. Per-
haps more importantly, the Q-(super)linear rate constant θk of the sequence tXku

could be much smaller than 1. For example, the rate θk shall be around
?

2{2 when
the penalty parameter ck approaches 1{κp. This distinctive feature makes the ALM
very attractive. Numerical experiments conducted in the next section will demon-
strate this point.
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5. Numerical experiments. In this section, we conduct numerical experiments
for the ALM on solving the fastest mixing Markov chain (FMMC) problem [6, 7] in
order to illustrate its fast convergence rates. Let G “ pV, Eq be a connected graph
with vertex set V “ t1, . . . , nu and edge set E Ď VˆV. Label the edges by l “ 1, . . . , d.

For any y P <d, denote A˚y “
řd
l“1 ylE

plq, where if the edge l connects two vertices

i and j pi ‰ jq, then E
plq
ij “ E

plq
ji “ 1, E

plq
ii “ E

plq
jj “ ´1 and all other entries of Eplq

are zero. Let B P Rnˆd be the vertex-edge incidence matrix defined by

Bil “

"

1 if edge l incident to vertx i,
0 otherwise.

i P t1, . . . , nu and j P t1, . . . , du.

The corresponding FMMC problem can be equivalent written in terms of the opti-
mization variables y P Rd, z P Rn`d and P P Sn as

(34)
min }P }p2q ` δRn`d

`
pzq

s.t. ´A˚y ` P “ In, By ` z “ ē,

where } ¨ }p2q is the Ky Fan 2-norm in Sn, B “

„

Id
´B



P Rpn`dqˆd and ē “ p0, enq
T P

Rn`d. One can easily see that problem (34) is in the form of (2) by taking the variable
S in (2) as pP, zq, the set Q˚ “ t0u Ď Rd, the function θ˚ “ }¨}p2qˆδRn`d

`
, the constant

b “ 0 and the linear operator F˚ “ 0. Therefore, we can adopt the ALM discussed
in the last section for solving problem (34).

5.1. Solving the subproblems of the ALM. Given the penalty parameter
c ą 0, the augmented Lagrangian function of problem (34) takes the form of

LcpP, z, y,X1, X2q “ }P }p2q ` δRn`d
`
pzq ` xX1,´A˚y ` P ´ Iny ` xX2, By ` z ´ ēy

` c
2} ´A˚y ` P ´ In}2 ` c

2}By ` z ´ ē}
2,

where pP, z, y,X1, X2q P Sn ˆRn`d ˆRd ˆ Sn ˆRn`d. As discussed in Section 4, the
ALM for solving problem (34) takes the following iteration:

#

pP k`1, zk`1, yk`1q « arg mintζkpP, z, yq :“ LckpP, z, y,X
k
1 , X

k
2 qu,

pXk`1
1 , Xk`1

2 q “ pXk
1 , X

k
2 q ` ckp´A˚yk`1 ` P k`1 ´ In, By

k`1 ` zk`1 ´ ēq

for a sequence of scalars ck Ò c8 ď 8 with k ě 0. Obviously, the major computa-
tional cost of the above framework comes from obtaining approximate solutions of the
subproblems.

We shall adopt the semismooth Newton-CG method to solve the subproblems as
in [63, 10, 62, 38]. Denote, for any k ě 0 and y P Rd,

Pkpyq “ Prox}¨}p2q{ckpA
˚y ` In ´X

k
1 {ckq, zkpyq “ ΠRn`d

`
p´By ` ē´X2{ckq.

Then p rP , z̃, ỹq P arg min ζkpP, z, yq if and only if

ỹ P arg mintξkpyq :“ ζkpPkpyq, zkpyq, yqu, rP “ Pkpỹq, z̃ “ zkpỹq.

The function ξk is continuously differentiable with the gradient given by (see, e.g.,
[30]):

∇ξkpyq “ AΠB˚pckpA˚y ` Inq ´Xk
1 q `B

T
ΠRn`d

`
pckpBȳ ´ ēq `X

k
2 q,
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where B˚ Ď Sn is the unit ball associated with the dual norm } ¨ }˚
p2q, i.e.,

B˚ :“ tX P Sn | }X}˚
p2q ď 1u “ tX P Sn | }X}2 ď 1, }X}˚ ď 2u.

Since ΠB˚p¨q is a matrix spectral operator defined in [15], its strong semismoothness
then follows from [20, Proposition 7.4.7] and [13, Theorem 3.12]. Thus, ∇ξk is strongly
semismooth as it is the composition of strongly semismooth functions [21, 54]. This
allows us to develop a semismooth Newton-CG method for solving the nonlinear
equation ∇ξkp¨q “ 0. For the implementation and the convergence analysis of the
semismooth Newton-CG method, the interested reader may refer to [63, 10] for details.

5.2. Easy-to-verify stopping criteria. The stopping criteria pA1q and pB1q
can be difficult to execute due to the involvement of the unknown values inf ζk. For
the practical implementation and numerical considerations, here we provide easy ways
to verify these two criteria in this subsection. This part is inspired by the work done
in [12] on the implementation of the ALM for solving the convex SDP problems.

Note that the dual of problem (34) is given by

(35)
max xI,X1y ´ xē, X2y

s.t. AX1 ´B
T
X2 “ 0, X1 P B˚, X2 P Rn`d` .

For any k ě 0, denote the concave function fk : Sn ˆ Rn`d Ñ p´8,`8q as

fkpXq :“ xI,X1y ´ xē, X2y ´
1

2ck
p}X1 ´X

k
1 }

2 ` }X2 ´X
k
2 }

2q,

where X :“ pX1, X2q P Sn ˆ Rn`d.
Assumption 1. Assume that there exists pX “ p pX1, pX2q such that

A pX1 ´B
T
pX2 “ 0, pX1 P int pB˚q, pX2 P Rn`d` .

Let F be the feasible set of problem (35), i.e.,

F :“ tpX1, X2q P Sn ˆ Rn`d | AX1 ´B
T
X2 “ 0, X1 P B˚, X2 P Rn`d` u.

It is known from [4, Theorem 7] that under Assumption 1, there exists a positive
constant µ̄ such that

(36) }X ´ΠF pXq} ď µ̄p1` }X}qrpXq @ X P Sn ˆ Rn`d,

where

rpXq :“ }AX1 ´B
T
X2} ` }X1 ´ΠB˚pX1q} ` }X2 ´ΠRn`d

`
pX2q}

for any X “ pX1, X2q P Sn ˆ Rn`d. Let tεku and tηku be two positive summable
sequences for k ě 0. Consider the following two stopping criteria:

pA2q

$

&

%

ζkpξ
k`1q ´ fkpX

k`1q ď ε2
k{p2ckq,

p1` }Xk`1}qrpXk`1q ď min

"

1,
εk

2ck}∇fkpXk`1q}

*

εk,

pB2q

$

&

%

ζkpξ
k`1q ´ fkpX

k`1q ď η2
k}X

k`1 ´Xk}2{p2ckq,

p1` }Xk`1}qrpXk`1q ď min

"

1,
ηk

2ck}∇fkpXk`1q}

*

}Xk`1 ´Xk}ηk.

The following proposition can be derived in the same fashion as in [12, Proposition
4.3].
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Proposition 21. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Let µ̄ be given by (36).
Suppose that for some k ě 0, pXk

1 , X
k
2 q P Sn ˆ Rn`d is not an optimal solution

to problem (35). Let tξk,jujě0 :“ tpP k,j , zk,j , yk,jqujě0 be any sequence such that
ζkpξ

k,jq Ñ inf ζk. For any j ě 0, let

Xk,j :“ pXk,j
1 , Xk,j

2 q “ pXk
1 , X

k
2 q ` ckp´A˚yk,j ` P k,j ´ In, Byk,j ` zk,j ´ ēq.

Then there exist jA ě 0 and jB ě 0 such that pA2q and pB2q are satisfied by some
pξk,jA , Xk,jAq and pξk,jB , Xk,jB q, respectively. Moreover,

(37) ζkpξ
k,jAq ´ inf ζk ď

ˆ

1` µ̄`
1

2
µ̄2

˙

ε2
k{p2ckq

and

(38) ζkpξ
k,jB q ´ inf ζk ď

ˆ

1` µ̄`
1

2
µ̄2

˙

η2
k}X

k,jB ´Xk}2{p2ckq.

Proposition 21 indicates that stopping criteria pA1q and pB1q can be executed via
the easy-to-verify criteria pA2q and pB2q, respectively.

5.3. Numerical examples. To illustrate that the fast convergence rates of the
ALM are fundamentally different from the linear convergence rates of first order meth-
ods, we also solve the problems by using an alternating direction method of multi-
pliers (ADMM) of Glowinski and Marroco [27] and Gabay and Mercier [23]. Let
py0, X0

1 , X
0
2 q P Rd ˆ B˚ ˆ Rn`d` be an initial point. The pk ` 1q-th iteration (k ě 0)

of the ADMM is given by

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

pP k`1, zk`1q “ arg min
 

LcpP, z, y
k, Xk

1 , X
k
2 q
(

,

yk`1 “ arg min
 

LcpP
k`1, zk`1, y,Xk

1 , X
k
2 q
(

,

pXk`1
1 , Xk`1

2 q “ pXk
1 , X

k
2 q ` τcp´A˚yk`1 ` P k`1 ´ In, By

k`1 ` zk`1 ´ ēq,

where τ P p0, 1`
?

5
2 q is the step-length.

In the numerical experiments, the accuracy of an approximate KKT solution
pP, z, y,X1, X2q is measured by the relative residual of the primal infeasibility, the
dual infeasibility and the duality gap:

η “ maxtηp, ηd, ηgapu,

where
$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

ηp “ max
!

}´A˚y`P´In}`}By`z´ē}
1`}In}`}ē}

, }maxt´z,0u}
1`}z}

)

,

ηd “ max
!

}AX1´B
T
X2}

1`}A}`}B} ,
}X1´ΠB˚ pX1q}

1`}X1}
, }maxt´X2,0u}

1`}X2}

)

,

ηgap “
| }P }p2q´xI,X1y`xē,X2y |

1`}P }p2q`| xI,X1y´xē,X2y |
.

We shall terminate both the ADMM and the ALM when η ă 10´6 with the maximum
number of iterations set at 25, 000 for the ADMM and 100 for the ALM, respectively.
All our numerical results are obtained from a workstation running on a 64-bit Windows
Operating System having 12 cores with Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors at 2.50GHz and
128 GB memory. We have implemented the algorithms in Matlab version 9.0. The
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tested graphs are taken from the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection http://www.cise.ufl.
edu/research/sparse/matrices/.

In our implementation of the ADMM, the step-length τ is set to be 1.618. For
the implementation of the ALM, we first run the ADMM to generate a starting point:
if the point generated by the ADMM satisfies η ă 10´4 or if the ADMM reaches
the number of 200 iterations, the algorithm is switched to the ALM iterations. The
stopping criterion pB2q discussed in Section 5.2 is adopted in order to achieve the fast
convergence rates.

Table 1: The performance of the ALM and the ADMM for solving the FMMC
problems. The computational time is in the format of “hours:minutes:seconds”.

iteration η time

problem d;n ALM | ADMM ALM| ADMM ALM | ADMM
cage 2562 ; 366 6;6;200 | 1925 0.0-7 | 9.1-7 05 | 37

G3 19176 ; 800 32;57;88 | 599 3.0-7 | 8.3-7 1:37 | 1:21

G6 9665 ; 800 30;44;145 | 989 8.5-7 | 9.6-7 1:09 | 1:52

G15 4661 ; 800 31;51;200 | 6122 3.4-8 | 7.7-7 1:05 | 11:27

G46 9990 ; 1000 30;44;134 | 1619 5.6-7 | 9.9-7 1:34 | 5:33

G54 5916 ; 1000 22;62;200 | 8928 7.7-7 | 9.9-7 2:23 | 27:16

G43 9990 ; 1000 24;96;90 | 2073 2.9-7 | 9.3-7 2:37 | 6:03

delaunayn10 3056 ; 1024 61;359;200 | 25000 6.8-9 | 7.2-5 10:25 | 1:04:29

G22 19990 ; 2000 31;46;56 | 2918 2.3-8 | 9.9-7 5:57 | 41:31

G24 19990 ; 2000 41;296;200 | 6808 2.7-7 | 9.9-7 53:57 | 1:38:37

G26 19990 ; 2000 29;87;200 | 2954 1.4-7 | 9.9-7 16:15 | 42:18

minnesota 3303 ; 2642 25;24;123 | 258 0.0-10 | 9.1-7 6:27 | 6:29

G48 6000 ; 3000 40;79;200 | 9470 9.2-7 | 9.2-7 19:39 | 4:40:08

G49 6000 ; 3000 25;38;200 | 7488 6.6-7 | 8.5-7 10:58 | 3:36:58

G50 6000 ; 3000 26;42;74 | 6370 4.8-8 | 7.8-7 9:36 | 2:59:34

USpowerGrid 6594 ; 4941 27;120;200 | 25000 1.4-7 | 1.0-5 3:11:22 | 56:47:18

In Table 1, we report the numerical results obtained by the ALM and the ADMM
in solving various instances of the FMMC problem (34). The three numbers in the
iteration column of the ALM represent the number of outer ALM iterations, the
number of inner semismooth Newton-CG iterations and the number of the iterations
for generating a starting point, respectively. The fast convergence rates of the ALM
can be observed clearly from the very small number of outer iterations. We can also
observe from Table 1 that for very easy problems such as cage, G3 and G6, the ADMM
can also be efficient. This is because the ADMM may also converge linearly under a
KKT-type error bound condition [29]. However, this error bound condition is more
restrictive than either the primal or the dual second order growth condition for matrix
optimization problems. For such examples, see, e.g., [12, Example 1]. Moreover, even
if the ADMM possesses the linear convergence, the linear rate constant can be very
close to 1 for difficult instances, regardless of the value of the penalty parameter c [29].
These two inherent drawbacks of the ADMM may explain why it does not perform
as good as the ALM for the difficult problems listed in Table 1. In particular, for
the instance USpowerGrid, the ALM solves the problem in about 3 hours, while the
ADMM is not able to achieve the required accuracy within 25, 000 iterations after
more than 56 hours.
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6. Conclusion. The quadratic growth conditions play a central role in the study
of optimization problems, both for perturbation theory and for convergence analysis
of optimization algorithms. In this paper, we establish two types of sufficient condi-
tions for ensuring the quadratic growth conditions for a wide class of convex matrix
optimization problems associated with spectral functions. One type is based on the
“no-gap” second order sufficient conditions of matrix optimization problems, under
the C2-cone reducibility of spectral functions. The other type is through the bounded
linear regularity of a collection of sets, under the metric subregularity of subdifferen-
tials of spectral functions. Moreover, we show that these two variational properties
of spectral functions, namely, the C2-cone reducibility and the metric subregularity
of the subdifferentials, can be verified via the corresponding properties of underly-
ing (absolutely) symmetric functions. Finally, the quadratic growth conditions are
applied to conduct convergence rates analysis of the ALM for solving convex matrix
optimization problems. Nevertheless, there remain many issues that require further
investigation. These include the sufficient conditions for ensuring the calmness of the
KKT solution mappings of matrix optimization problems and the efficient algorithms
for solving the subproblems in the ALM when the problems are degenerate.
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